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Woman, because she was taken out of Man.” Payne observes, “The glory of someone is the 
person in whom he glories, as the man glories over the woman in Gen 2:23. Woman is depicted 
as the crowning glory of creation made specifically to be man’s partner. Most men would 
agree that of all creation, woman is the most beautiful.”45 Thiselton asserts how here “Paul 
provides no hint of ‘inferiority.’ Because of women, men is all the more man, just as because of men 
woman is all the more woman, and as humankind woman and man manifest the divine 
attributes...as expressions of God’s creative being.”46 

With a source-origin perspective having been asserted for v. 3—“But I want you to 
understand that the source of every man is Messiah, and the source of the woman is the man, 
and the source of Messiah is the Godhead” (my translation)—for a man to have a “covered” 
head, with long, effeminate hair pulled up, is to bring dishonor and disgrace to woman. As 
Payne puts it, “Paul’s appeal to woman as the glory of man affirms woman as the proper 
sexual partner for man. This exposes the error of effeminate hair, for in symbolizing 
homosexual relations it repudiates woman as man’s sexual mate.”47 
 

 
8 For man does not originate from woman, but woman from man; 9 for indeed man 
was not created for the woman's sake, but woman for the man's sake. 10 Therefore 
the woman ought to have a symbol of authority on her head, because of the angels. 
11 However, in the Lord, neither is woman independent of man, nor is man 
independent of woman. 12 For as the woman originates from the man, so also the 
man has his birth through the woman; and all things originate from God. 
 
11:8-9 With a chronological-origination order having been asserted for v. 3 via kephalē, 

Paul asserts, “for man is not of the woman, but woman of man” (v. 8, LITV), correctly taken 
to represent Adam being created first, and then Eve being created second. While it is common 
for some readers to approach v. 9 from the perspective of the female having been created 
second, as being inferior to the male—Paul has just said that “the woman is the glory of man” 
(v. 7b), highlighting the female’s great value for the man. When approached from the 
perspective of “For a man ought not to have his head covered” (v. 7a) meaning that men should 
not wear long, effeminate hair, bound up—as though he were a homosexual—then the 
statement of v. 9 can stand as a chronological affirmation of woman being created as the man’s 
legitimate sexual partner: “for indeed man was not created for the woman's sake, but woman 
for the man's sake.”48 

11:10 Because English versions can have a tendency to add words to the source text of v. 
10, a more literal rendering of dia toutou opheilei hē gunē exousian echein epi tēs kephalēs dia tous 

 
45 Payne, 179. 
46 Thiselton, 835. 
47 Payne, 180. 
48 Cf. Payne, pp 180-181. 
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angelous would be, “because of this ought the woman authority to have on the head because 
of the angels” (Brown and Comfort).49 What is this to mean? The NASU adds some obvious 
terminology in italics with, “the woman ought to have a symbol of authority on her head.” It is 
fair, of course, to deduce that Paul’s statement of v. 11 meant something which had 
significance for the First Century Corinthians, options which are reflected in Hays’ 
observation, 

“[T]wo interpretations are plausible...the sentence might mean that a woman should 
wear her hair bound up as a symbol of her new authority in Christ to prophesy and pray in 
the assembly...More likely, the expression should be...understood to mean that the woman 
should take charge of her hair and keep it under control, that is, bound up rather than 
loose.”50 

In view of what has been stated previously, Payne draws the conclusion, 
“‘On account of this’ {Therefore, NASU} points back to Paul’s preceding reasons why 

man should not wear effeminate hair in 11:7-9 and reapplies them to woman as reasons 
against letting her hair down in public worship. Each of these specific affirmations is a good 
reason for a wife to show respect to her husband: man is the image and glory of God (v. 7b), 
woman is the glory of man (v. 7c), woman’s source was from man (v. 8), and woman was 
created to fulfill man (v. 9).”51 

Assuming that Paul intends the Corinthian women to control their hairstyles properly, 
as a means of respectability and proper decorum in the assembly—the same as men should 
control their hairstyles properly—what is intended by him adding “because of the angels”? 
Commentators frequently disregard the view as lore that in Genesis 6:1-4 human females 
were able to tempt the Nephilim or fallen angels to have sexual relations with them.52 A 
default view is to approach “because of the angels” as a recognition that within worship 
services of God’s people, that angels are present as Heavenly dignitaries or spectators (Psalm 
103:20-21; Ephesians 3:10; 1 Timothy 5:21). As Payne puts it, “It ought to be embarrassing 
enough for a woman to be seen by others in the church with her hair let down, but knowing 
she is being observed by God’s holy angels should be reason enough for even the most 
foolhardy woman to restrain her urge to let her hair down.”53 

11:11-12 That a chronological-origination relationship between the man and woman was 
intended previously in vs. 8-10 to convey important points about proper head ornamentation 
(which this commentary thinks is best represented by ancient hairstyles), and probably also 
sexuality, is made clear by the statements which follow from Paul: “However, man is not 
apart from woman, nor woman apart from man, in the Lord” (v. 11, LITV). For men and 
women who know Israel’s Messiah, there is actually an interdependence and mutual reliance, 

 
49 Brown and Comfort, 604. 
50 Hays, pp 187-188. 
51 Payne, 181. 
52 Consult the FAQ, “Nephilim.” 
53 Payne, 186. 
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of people from both genders—and especially of husband and wife to one another. While Eve 
did originate from Adam, so too are male children born from female mothers: “For as the 
woman is out of the man, so also the man through the woman” (v. 12a, LITV). Ultimately, 
though, “all things are from God” (v. 12b, LITV). 

Highly reflective of a complementarian viewpoint for the statements of 1 Corinthians 
11:2-16 would be Garland, but who still properly concludes, “Paul’s purpose is not to argue for 
the subordination or inferiority of the woman. Verses 11-12 make this clear: in the Lord, men 
and women are interdependent and equal in Christ. His main point is that both man and 
woman are the glory of another...”54 Inappropriate hairstyles or ornamentation, on either a 
man or a woman in Ancient Corinth, would not only cause dishonor for the Messiah 
followers, but dishonor toward those of the opposite gender, especially in a marriage 
relationship. 
 

 
13 Judge for yourselves: is it proper for a woman to pray to God with her head 
uncovered? 14 Does not even nature itself teach you that if a man has long hair, it 
is a dishonor to him, 15 but if a woman has long hair, it is a glory to her? For her 
hair is given to her for a covering. 16 But if one is inclined to be contentious, we 
have no other practice, nor have the [assemblies] of God. 
 
11:13 Because of how many have been conditioned to read 1 Corinthians 11:2-16 from the 

perspective of “covered” and “uncovered” relating to head covering garments, it is hardly a 
surprise that a version like the NRSV has, “Judge for yourselves: is it proper for a woman to 
pray to God with her head unveiled?” More literally, Paul would ask, “is it proper that a 
woman pray to God uncovered?” (my translation). And, when akatakaluptos is approached 
from the meaning of, “with free-flowing long hair” akin to a pagan prophetess manifesting 
in a frenzy and/or a prostitute advertising her wares, then it is clear that for the Corinthian 
Messiah followers, it was not proper for a woman to pray in the public assembly with her lair 
let loose. 

11:14-15 While discussions over “covered” and “uncovered” often center around the 
thinking that head covering garments for religious purposes are being described, support for 
“covered” and “uncovered” indeed involving ancient hairstyles finds its support from vs. 14-
15. Paul inquires, “Does not nature itself teach you that for a man to wear his hair long is 
degrading?” (v. 14, Goodspeed New Testament). Here, the verb of note is komaō, “wear long 
hair, let one’s hair grow long” (BDAG).55 While there would surely be variance from the First 
Century period as to what would constitute inappropriate long hair on a man, it would need 
to be sufficiently long for a man to pull it up into a bun of sorts, hence being “covered” (v. 7). 

 
54 Garland, pp 523-524. 
55 BDAG, 557. 
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Contrary to dishonor being brought to a man who has long hair, Paul says, “but if a 
woman has long hair, it is her glory” (v. 15a, ESV). At the very least, hair that is much longer 
on a woman, than on a man, does distinguish a female from a male. And as Paul states to the 
Corinthians in v. 15b following, there is an appropriate usage of such long hair on a female: 
hoti hē komē anti peribolaiou dedotai [autē]. While often (incorrectly) rendered as “covering,” 
the term peribolaion is actually “‘that which is thrown around’: an article of apparel that 
covers much of the body, covering, wrap, cloak, robe” (BDAG),56 “a mantle” (Thayer).57 A 
female’s long hair, to be viewed as a mantle, is supportive of her being “covered” as involving 
her hair pulled up and arranged in a respectable manner, not freed loose and free flowing. 

11:16 As this vignette of Paul’s letter closes, one gets the distinct impression that there 
has been a widescale observance of his instruction not just in Corinth, but throughout the 
Mediterranean: “But if someone wants to argue about this, we don't have such a custom, nor 
do God's [assemblies]” (Common English Bible). 

As we reflect on what has been stated in 1 Corinthians 11:2-16, the perspectives presented 
in this commentary do differ from those one is more likely to find in a selection of evangelical 
Christian resources, and most certainly the perspective which would be offered in a present 
majority of Messianic resources. It is difficult at first for us to consider “covered” and 
“uncovered” to relate to hairstyles, which either communicated lewdness or promiscuity or 
just general disrespectfulness to wider society—but it is a much better way for us to 
understand the issues. Men should not have long hair hanging down (v. 14). Women should 
have their long hair put up, being “covered” (vs. 5-6), as being “uncovered” would mean 
letting the hair go. The association that such hairstyles would have, could not only 
communicate a degree of prostitution-promotion (female and male) to outsiders, but perhaps 
also associate the Corinthians as participating with local pagan religious activities, and men 
acting as effeminate (quasi-)homosexuals. The Apostle Paul clearly did not want something 
like this communicated to outsiders in the gatherings and worship activities of the Messiah 
followers! As Blomberg closes, 

“Romans 1:21-27 identifies the theological core of unbelief as idolatry and the ethical core 
as sexual sin. Behavior, mannerisms, clothing, or hairstyles that suggest a person is sexually 
unfaithful to his or her spouse, promiscuous, homosexual, or the devotee of some non-
Christian religion or cultic or occult sect are entirely inappropriate for Christians, 
particularly in church.”58 
 

Excursus: Approaching Male and Female Headcovering Garments 
There is perhaps no issue more tense and divisive, when it comes to modesty and 

dress in the contemporary Messianic movement, than that of male and female 
headcovering garments. The text of the Torah or Pentateuch is actually relatively silent 

 
56 Ibid., 800. 
57 Thayer, 502. 
58 Blomberg, 215. 
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about the whole issue of head covering garments, and is not actually as big of an issue in 
the Tanach Scriptures, as some may make it out to be. Those who are actually specified 
in the Torah, to wear a specific head covering garment, were the Levitical priests. As the 
Book of Exodus originally directed, 

“These are the garments which they shall make: a breastpiece and an ephod and a 
robe and a tunic of checkered work, a turban and a sash, and they shall make holy 
garments for Aaron your brother and his sons, that he may minister as priest to Me...You 
shall fasten it on a blue cord, and it shall be on the turban; it shall be at the front of the 
turban...For Aaron's sons you shall make tunics; you shall also make sashes for them, 
and you shall make caps for them, for glory and for beauty” (Exodus 28:4, 37, 40). 

Aaron as high priest was instructed to wear a mitznefet, simply defined by BDB as 
“turban of high priest.”59 Aaron’s sons as the Levitical priests were to wear a migba’ot, 
which BDB has regarded to be “head-gear, turban, of common priest.”60 Some might 
claim that the principle of Believers in Yeshua being a Kingdom of priests (cf. Revelation 
1:6; 5:10) might require a similar head piece to be worn—but directly transferring the 
symbols of the Levitical priesthood to individual Believers in Yeshua, with the Levitical 
priesthood effectively established to be Ancient Israel’s “aristocracy,” would be most out 
of place. 

Concerning females specifically in Ancient Israel, some have certainly suggested 
that a head covering garment was normative, per what is stated in Numbers 5:18, here 
quoted from the KJV: “And the priest shall set the woman before the LORD, and uncover 
the woman's head, and put the offering of memorial in her hands, which is the jealousy 
offering: and the priest shall have in his hand the bitter water that causeth the curse.” 
An older Hebrew lexicon like BDB would define the verb para, appearing in the Qal stem 
(simple action, active voice), with, “let go, let alone...id. unbind (hair), uncover.”61 More 
modern Hebrew lexicography would define para with, “to let the hair on the head hang 
loosely...to let down the hair of a wife accused of infidelity” (HALOT).62 This is why 
u’para et-rosh ha’ishah is rendered in more modern English versions with “and let the 
hair of the woman's head go loose” (NASU), “and unbind the hair of the woman's head” 
(RSV), or “dishevel the woman's hair” (NRSV).63 Far from speaking of a head covering 
garment being removed in Numbers 5:18, a female’s long hair that was bound up is let 
loose. 

Even with head covering garments not specifically present in Numbers 5:18, this 
hardly means that head garments were not worn by both men and women in Ancient 
Israel. The climate of the Ancient Near East for certain would have widely required that 
people wear some kind of garment protecting their heads from the sun—little different 
than how hats are worn today. The issue more pertains to head covering garments as a 
matter involving religious practice, piety, submission, or any other such value judgment 

 
59 BDB, 857. 
60 Ibid., 149. 
61 Ibid., 828. 
62 HALOT, 2:970. 
63 “and-he-shall-loosen *** hair-of the-woman” (John R. Kohlenberger III, trans., The Interlinear NIV Hebrew-

English Old Testament [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1987], 1:377). 
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as interjected into it by the observant. This is where in ancient Jewish history, 
particularly over the past millennium, men wearing the skullcap, and women wearing 
a scarf or other headpiece, has been developed as a custom and tradition, albeit with 
variance. 

One of the most obvious elements, of modern Jewish identity witnessed in the world 
today, is men wearing the kippah (or yarmulke) or skullcap. The idea behind wearing this 
small skullcap is that it shows submission to God. The term kippah is derived from the 
Hebrew verb kafar, meaning “to cover, to forgive, to expiate, to reconcile” (AMG).64 The 
kippah is believed to be a “covering” which represents a man’s submission to God. 

It is notable that the headcovering garment of a kippah is not an explicit 
commandment of Scripture. This is a Jewish tradition which has developed over time. 
Alfred J. Kolatch explains this in The Jewish Book of Why: 

 
“A yarmulke, called a kipa in Hebrew, is a skullcap worn by Jews. Some wear one at 

all times, others only during prayer and at mealtime. 
“….The custom of covering the head received wide acceptance, but not by all. 

Historian Israel Abrahams points out that in the thirteenth century ‘boys in Germany 
and adults in France were called to the Tora in the synagogue bareheaded.’ 

“In the Middle Ages, French and Spanish rabbinical authorities regarded the 
practice of covering the head during prayer and when studying the Tora to be no more 
than mere custom. Some rabbis were known to pray bareheaded. 

“Today, Orthodox Jews and many Conservative Jews believe that covering the head 
is an expression of yirat Shama’yim (‘fear of God’ or ‘reverence for God’)….”65 

 
Wearing a kippah is quite commonplace throughout the diverse social strata of 

modern Israel. Jews of all types throughout the Diaspora commonly wear them as well, 
sometimes as a part of their everyday dress. While wearing a kippah is more frequently 
associated with Synagogue worship or personal prayers, wearing a kippah at the home 
dinner table of a Jewish family is also witnessed. 

Jewish men wearing a kippah or yarmulke, and likewise Jewish women being found 
to wear some kind of a headscarf or other garment, is something which surely developed 
over time in history. In his resource, To Be a Jew: A Guide to Jewish Observance in 
Contemporary Life, Hayim Halevy Donin addresses some of this: 

 
“‘It is a custom not to walk under the heavens bareheaded’ (Orach Hayim 2:6). 

Though never legislated by the Sages, the custom of not going about bareheaded at any 
time—at home, in the synagogue and outdoors—extends back several thousand years in 
time. In many ways, it has today become a mark of Jewish piety. 

 
64 Warren Baker and Eugene Carpenter, eds., Complete Word Study Dictionary: Old Testament (Chattanooga: 

AMG Publishers, 2003), 521. 
65 Alfred J. Kolatch, The Jewish Book of Why (Middle Village, NY: Jonathan David Publishers, 1981), pp 121-122. 
Consult Ronald L. Eisenberg, The JPS Guide to Jewish Traditions (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 

2004), pp 374-377 for a summary of how the kippah and related headcovering garments, are employed in the 
mainline Jewish Synagogue. 
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“To wear a headcovering was the ancient Roman stigma for a servant. Free men 
went bareheaded. The Jews adopted this practice in the House of God and in prayer and 
whenever God’s name was mentioned in blessings (such as during meals which are 
preceded and followed in blessings) to emphasize that they were servants of the Lord. 
Gradually, the practice was extended to wearing a headcovering also under the open 
skies. It became the Jewish way of showing reverence for God. ‘Cover your head, so that 
the reverence of Heaven be upon you’ (Shabbat 156b). 

“In our day, especially when living and working in a non-Jewish environment, and 
where the mark of respect in public buildings or Christian institutions consists in 
removing one’s headcoverings, the liberties taken with this custom can be justified. 
Nevertheless, the wearing of a headcovering, at least in a Jewish house of worship, in a 
consecrated area (such as a cemetery), and whenever one says his prayers or recites a 
blessing is a requirement that should be strictly adhered to, for it has remained the 
distinctive Jewish way to show reverence for the Lord.”66 

 
It is quite commonplace to see a majority of men in today’s Messianic Jewish 

congregations wear kippahs in Shabbat worship. (At the very least, those in the 
leadership will wear a kippah or yarmulke.) Various Messianic Jews also wear a kippah as 
a part of their normal, everyday dress—although it is probably safer to say that 
Messianic Jewish men who wear a kippah in Shabbat worship or at related functions, will 
not wear one as a part of their normal, everyday dress. 

It is not uncommon in many Messianic congregations to also see non-Jewish men 
wear kippahs. This is largely so that they can respect the protocol of the assembly, as 
generally all men are expected to wear a kippah if they were to attend a service at any 
non-Messianic synagogue. 

The issue of female head covering garments, varies in the Jewish tradition, with 
some of it based in the above-examined Numbers 5:18 passage. As an historical review 
of how various female head covering garments developed in Jewish history, Ronald L. 
Eisenberg describes in his JPS Guide to Jewish Traditions, 

 
“In the Talmud, Rabbi Ishmael cites the Torah’s description of the sotah67 (a woman 
accused of adultery) as the source for the obligation for women to cover their hair 
(Ket. 72a). As part of the ceremony to determine the suspected woman’s guilt or 
innocence, the Torah records that ‘after he has made the woman stand before the 
Lord, and the priest shall bare the woman’s head’ (Num. 5:18). Although there are 
no explicit biblical references to the tradition of women wearing head coverings, 
by talmudic times it was accepted practice. A married woman who dared to walk 
bareheaded in the street could be summarily divorced by her husband without 
paying her ketubah (Ket. 7:6). Explaining why this violation was so serious, the 
Talmud compared a woman’s hair to her private parts (‘the hair of a woman is 
nakedness’; Ber. 24a). Because of this, it was prohibited to recite the Shema in the 

 
66 Hayim Halevy Donin, To Be a Jew: A Guide to Jewish Observance in Contemporary Life (New York: Basic Books, 

1972), 180; also Eisenberg, pp 374-376. 
67 “faithless wife, a woman suspected of faithlessness, to whom the law, Num. V, 12-31 applies” (Marcus Jastrow, 

Dictionary of the Targumim, Talmud Bavli, Talmud Yerushalmi, and Midrashic Literature [New York: Judaica 
Treasury, 2004], 963). 
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presence of a bareheaded woman. Nevertheless, despite the concept that a 
woman’s hair was sexually exciting, head coverings were required only for 
married women (Ket. 2:1). 

“Talmudic and post-talmudic sources extol the woman who is contentious 
about covering her hair. The Talmud relates the story of Kimchit, the mother of 
seven sons, each of whom became a Kohen Gadol [high priest]. When asked why 
she was blessed to have so many eminent sons, she replied: ‘Because the beams 
(posts) of my house never saw my hair’ (Yoma 47a). The Zohar says of the woman 
who is careful in covering her hair: ‘Her children will enjoy increased stature over 
other children; moreover, her husband shall be blessed with all blessings, 
blessings of above and blessings of below, with wealth, with children and 
grandchildren.’ 

“Toward the end of the 18th century, some women began wearing a wig 
(sheitel), a ‘radical innovation’ that was vehemently opposed by some 
ultratraditional rabbis. Currently, only strictly Orthodox women cover their hair 
at all times. Nevertheless, many married women still cover their heads in a 
synagogue. In egalitarian liberal congregations, some Jewish women—single as 
well as married—have opted to wear a kippah as a manifestation of their religious 
equality. Moreover, some of these synagogues require that a woman wear a kippah 
(and tallit) when leading services or being called for an aliyah.”68 

 
Ultimately, at least in Judaism, females wearing a head covering garment is a 

tradition and a custom, and is not an explicit Biblical commandment. 
Per some of the conclusions presented in this commentary, I have never seen the 

perspective of “covered” and “uncovered” relating to Ancient Corinthian hairstyles ever 
really considered in any sector of today’s Messianic movement. Many believe that 
“covered” and “uncovered” relates to head garments like the kippah/yarmulke, various 
uses of the tallit, or some kind of female head garment. While not all of these items as we 
know them were in use in the Biblical period, ultimately the issue of headcovering 
garments for men and women is one that is entirely traditional and cultural. It is 
something that all Messianic Believers need to be sensitive about in their halachah to be 
certain (like men wearing a yarmulke at the Western Wall in Jerusalem), but head 
covering garments are not the real issue of 1 Corinthians 11:1-16. The main thrust of 
this part of Paul’s letter to the Corinthians pertains to how various grooming styles can 
damage the credibility of the faith community. In First Century Corinth, women who let 
their hair go “uncovered”—long and loose—were communicating something bad. 
Today, long hair on a woman (perhaps in a pony tail or other style) in some places might 
instead communicate conservativeness.69 As far as shorter or longer degrees of hair 
length on a woman or man are concerned: they regard the general evaluation of their 

 
68 Eisenberg, pp 376-377. 
69 Indeed, in our family’s experience in the Messianic movement since 1995, most of the average men and 

women in our faith community have little problems as it concerns our proposed reading of 1 Corinthians 11:1-16. 
They tend to have hairstyles and a mode of dress which communicate a rather conservative demeanor to society 
at large, consistent with much of respectable Judaism and Christianity, not at all being associated with much 
popular culture. 
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(Twenty-First Century [Western]) cultural context, and what may be considered 
respectable. 

I have personally been in widescale favor of all Messianic men wearing a 
kippah/yarmulke during weekly Shabbat services and most especially during the high 
holy days of Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur. Likewise, all of those who also don a tallit 
for prayer and worship should not do so without a kippah/yarmulke. While it is a 
tradition, the wearing of the skullcap is nonetheless considered to be a sign of a man’s 
reverence for God in mainline Judaism. The protocol observed in a Messianic 
congregation should be similar to that in the Jewish Synagogue. 

At the same time, the wearing of the kippah cannot be construed as any kind of 
Biblically-prescribed commandment, nor something that should be forced upon anyone. 
I urge sensitivity concerning the Jewish custom of wearing the kippah, especially 
considering how widespread it is. No non-Jewish Believer should ever be caught trying 
to degrade the role that the kippah/yarmulke has played in many centuries of Jewish 
culture. Yet, unbalanced interpretations of 1 Corinthians 11:1-16, slurs such as calling the 
kippah/yarmulke some kind of “beanie,” and disrespect for the custom in general—has 
definitely been witnessed by those in the widely independent Hebrew/Hebraic Roots 
movement, and especially in the Two-House sub-movement. Sadly, many such persons 
cannot respect one of the most basic and widespread traditions of the Jewish people.70 

 
 
17 But in giving this instruction, I do not praise you, because you come together not 
for the better but for the worse. 18 For, in the first place, when you come together 
as [an assembly], I hear that divisions exist among you; and in part I believe it. 19 
For there must also be factions among you, so that those who are approved may 
become evident among you. 
 
11:17-19 The discussion Paul has with the Corinthians shifts abruptly from the issue of 

head ornamentation (vs. 2-16) to what happens within the assembly when there are meetings 
for some kind of a meal (vs. 20-34). It is not difficult to detect how Paul is not happy with what 
he is about to talk about, as v. 17 is certainly a word of frustration: “In the following directives 
I have no praise for you, for your meetings do more harm than good” (NIV). The issue of 
factions within the Corinthian assembly (1:10-12) is raised again. As the Moffat New 
Testament renders v. 18, “First of all, in your church-meetings I am told that cliques prevail. 
And I partly believe it.” 

What did Paul intend by his following remark in v. 19, “There are bound to be groupings 
among you; that’s how the genuine ones among you will stand out, I suppose!” (Kingdom New 
Testament)? It would seem most natural to take v. 19 as a concession that factions and cliques 
are necessary, to a degree, so that mature and immature Believers are sorted out. However, it 
is not impossible to take “so that those who are approved may become evident among you” as 
a statement of ironic rebuke, in that factions have manifested within the assembly, so that 

 
70 For a further review of related issues, consult the author’s book Torah In the Balance, Volume II. 
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the people who think that their human “wisdom” or “knowledge” makes them special, are in 
actuality exposed as being spiritually deficient. 
 

 
20 Therefore when you meet together, it is not to eat the Lord's Supper, 21 for in 
your eating each one takes his own supper first; and one is hungry and another is 
drunk. 22 What! Do you not have houses in which to eat and drink? Or do you 
despise the [assembly] of God and shame those who have nothing? What shall I say 
to you? Shall I praise you? In this I will not praise you. 
 
11:20 How are Messianic Bible readers to approach what Paul talks about in 1 Corinthians 

11:20-34? This section opens with the statement, “Therefore, when you meet together in the 
same place, it is not to eat the Lord’s Supper” (TLV). Customarily, Christian readers see what 
Paul states as being one of the first formal references to communion appearing in the 
Apostolic Scriptures—communion being a somewhat regular practice of partaking of the 
elements of bread and wine, in remembrance of the Last Supper meal between Yeshua and 
His Disciples (Mark 14:22-25; Matthew 26:26-30; Luke 22:17-20) prior to His execution. 
Concurrent with this, evangelical Christian examiners may propose a context where groups 
of Messiah followers, such as the Corinthians, would assemble for a love feast (cf. Jude 12), 
and then at or near the end of this common meal, they would remember  the Lord’s Supper by 
partaking of the bread and wine.71 

Messianic people do not tend to wrestle with labeling a distinct partaking of bread and 
wine, in remembrance of the Last Supper between Yeshua and His Disciples, as “the Lord’s 
Supper.” Messianic people have some challenges and disagreements between how in 
contemporary Christianity, such a “Lord’s Supper” (kuriakon deipnon) is often and widely 
completely removed from any context of the Passover seder. Some of this is connected to the 
variance of applications witnessed in the broad Messianic community, as some will 
remember “the Lord’s Supper” at a regular or semi-regular time, as will various evangelical 
Christian traditions—whereas others will only remember “the Lord’s Supper” once a year, in 
association with the annual Passover seder. 

Textually speaking from v. 20, the statement, “When you meet together, it is not the 
Lord's supper that you eat” (RSV), does not expressly require there to be a regular, ongoing 
remembrance of the Lord’s Supper being observed every time that groups like the 
Corinthians would gather for a communal fellowship meal. The discussion of Corinthian 
fellowship meals vs. 20-22, 33-34 need not involve the observance of the Lord’s Supper 
proper, but instead can be approached as emphasizing that the fellowship meals of the 
Corinthians should bear the same significance and reverence which would be demonstrated 

 
71 “The Love Feast,” in Duane A. Garrett, ed., et. al., NIV Archaeological Study Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 

2005), 1874. 
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during the Lord’s Supper (vs. 23-32), a rite to be observed in association with the annual 
Passover, a season during which Paul was probably composing his letter (5:7). 

11:21-22 The major issue that Paul intends to highlight is the factitious, superior attitudes 
of various Corinthians, who attend fellowship meal gatherings. Having just stated that when 
they get together, it is not in fact to eat the Lord’s Supper (v. 20)—at least in the orientation 
of their attitudes and actions—Paul specifies what he means: “for when you are eating, some 
of you go ahead with your own private suppers. As a result, one person remains hungry and 
another gets drunk” (v. 21, TNIV). It is widely agreed that the Corinthians whom Paul has 
targeted here, are the various wealthy in the assembly, who are conducting themselves in a 
manner of entitlement, no different than how wealthy patrons in the surrounding pagan 
culture would have believed themselves privileged enough to be those eating first at a 
banquet. As Blomberg notes, “The clients of the wealthy patrons were probably accustomed 
to being treated unequally. The house churches in part resembled other religious associations 
and fraternal organizations in Corinth, where knowing one’s place in the hierarchy of 
fellowship meals was important.”72 

The fellowship meals of the Corinthian Believers were a place where all—whether they 
be rich or poor—could come together, and the poor could find themselves adequately fed. 
Paul seriously condemns the rich Corinthians who just attend the fellowship meals, eat 
whatever they want and as much as they want, get drunk as well, and then leave very little for 
those who do not have much: “For do you not have houses in which to eat and to drink? Or do 
you despise the assembly of God, and shame those who have not? What do I say to you? Shall 
I praise you for this? I do not praise” (v. 22, LITV). Those who were wealthy among the 
Corinthians, can eat as much as they want in their own private homes, as the fellowship meals 
were a specific time where the less fortunate could find themselves well fed. 
 

 
23 For I received from the Lord that which I also delivered to you, that the Lord 
Yeshua in the night in which He was betrayed took bread; 24 and when He had 
given thanks, He broke it and said, “This is My body, which is for you; do this in 
remembrance of Me.” 25 In the same way He took the cup also after supper, saying, 
“This cup is the new covenant in My blood; do this, as often as you drink it, in 
remembrance of Me.” 26 For as often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you 
proclaim the Lord's death until He comes. 27 Therefore whoever eats the bread or 
drinks the cup of the Lord in an unworthy manner, shall be guilty of the body and 
the blood of the Lord. 
 
11:23-24 While Christian interpreters of vs. 23-32 will most frequently conclude that the 

Lord’s Supper is to be something observed fairly regularly, throughout the year, by Messiah 
followers—a position not often held by Messianic people—all should be in agreement that the 

 
72 Blomberg, 228. 
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frequent fellowship meals held by the Corinthians (vs. 21-22) should have had a tenor of 
reverence consistent with what would be seen at the Lord’s Supper. If Messianic people 
observe the Lord’s Supper annually at the Passover seder, then vs. 23-32 are statements which 
they should especially pay attention to, and not overlook, especially given how it would be 
observed as only once a year! And likewise, during any fellowship meal times, tenor of 
reverence befitting that of a Lord’s Supper observed annually, should be honored. 

Paul asserts how he was directed from the Lord Himself, what was to take place during 
the Lord’s Supper: “For what I received from the Lord is just what I passed on to you—that 
the Lord Yeshua, on the night he was betrayed, took bread [matzah, TLV]73; and after he had 
made the b'rakhah he broke it and said, ‘This is my body, which is for you. Do this as a 
memorial to me’” (CJB). That at this point in the history of the First Century ekklēsia, the Lord 
would have had to direct Paul regarding the breaking of the bread and sharing of the cup, is a 
testament to how the Gospels had yet to be really composed (Mark 14:22-25; Matthew 26:26-
30; Luke 22:17-20), although there were certainly valid oral traditions circulating among the 
Messiah followers as to the Lord’s actions and teachings. 

Among commentators, Thiselton is one who does actually bother to mention how there 
could be some connection with Paul’s statements here and more formal Jewish Passover 
traditions: “If we compare m.Berakoth 8:1-5 with m.Pesahim 10:2-7, whether the context is 
grace at meals or the blessing of God for the three cups at the Passover meal....In spite of its 
later date, the Jewish Passover Haggadah reflects the tradition in question...”74 

11:25 As Paul states the importance of partaking of the cup of wine, it is notably 
connected to the prophesied New Covenant of Jeremiah 31:31-34, to be sure: “likewise also the 
cup after the meal, saying, ‘This cup is the New Covenant effected by my blood; do this, as 
often as you drink it, as a memorial to me’” (CJB). The New Covenant (also Ezekiel 36:25-27) 
is not only a promise of permanent atonement and forgiveness for sins, but also includes the 

 
73 Some doubt whether the bread employed at the Last Supper was actually matzah or “unleavened bread.” 

Matzah is rendered in the Septuagint (LXX) with azumos, but in all three Synoptics the more common word for 
bread, artos, is employed for the scene of the Last Supper (Mark 14:22; Matthew 26:26; Luke 22:19). Artos can be 
used for leavened bread, but then again it can just be a general term for bread either leavened or unleavened, and 
in a classical context meant “a cake or loaf of wheat-bread” (LS, 121). It is a mistake, though, for one to think that just 
because the more general term for “bread” is employed in the Synoptics that only leavened bread is intended. R.H. 
Stein, “Last Supper,” in Joel B. Green, Scot McKnight, and I. Howard Marshall, eds., Dictionary of Jesus and the 
Gospels (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1992), 446 points out how “The general term for ‘bread,’ whether the 
Greek artos or Hebrew leḥem, was always used in the OT, the LXX, the Mishnah and the Targums to describe the 
shewbread, which consisted of unleavened bread.” Josephus actually referred to the shewbread as “twelve 
unleavened loaves of bread” (Antiquities of the Jews 3.142; The Works of Josephus: Complete and Unabridged, 88), artous 
te dōdeka azumous. 

74 Thiselton, pp 870-871; Ibid., pp 871-874 addresses some of the controversies over whether or not the Last 
Supper was actually a Passover seder meal. 

For a further discussion, with the contours of today’s Messianic movement in view, consult the article “The 
Last Seder and Yeshua’s Passover Chronology,” appearing in the Messianic Spring Holiday Helper by Messianic 
Apologetics. 
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surety that God’s Spirit will supernaturally transcribe His Instruction onto the hearts and 
minds of His people.75 There are some elements of accuracy and inaccuracy in Morris’ 
statements: 

“Jeremiah looks for a new covenant, one based on forgiveness of sins and with the law of 
God written in the hearts of the people. Jesus is saying that the shedding of his blood is the 
means of establishing that new covenant. It provides forgiveness of sins and opens the way 
for the activity of the Holy Spirit in the heart of the believer. The whole Jewish system is 
replaced by the Christ, and everything centres on the death of the Lord; it is that death which 
establishes the new covenant.”76 

Quite contrary to Morris saying, “The whole Jewish system is replaced by the Christ...,” 
when the Last Supper is centered around the actual actions of Yeshua the Messiah, then with 
the Lord Himself having directed Paul “do this, as often as you drink it” kept within the 
context of the Passover seder—then what is rightly highlighted is how the annual Passover 
seder is to be a significant commemoration and celebration of His sacrificial and atoning work! 

11:26 Diverse Christian traditions, for certain, have not often agreed how to approach 
the statement, “For as often as you eat this bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord’s 
death until He comes” (TLV). Christian history bears a diversity of traditions and theological 
approaches to “the Lord’s Supper.”77 From my family’s own Wesleyan tradition, communion 
was something held on the first Sunday of every month, it was an open communion for all 
who claimed Jesus as their Savior, and it was conducted by way of intinction, as a piece of 
leavened bread would be pulled from a loaf and dipped in grape juice. However, since 
entering into the Messianic movement in 1995, my family’s observance of the Lord’s Supper 
has notably been a much less frequent affair. 

Thiselton draws out the critical point, “As in Israel’s participation of the Passover, 
assembled believers are brought ‘there’ to the cross, to allow it once again to reshape their 
mind-set and their lifestyle.”78 The Lord’s Supper is something which is to definitely have a 
Passover theme to it, something which is lamentably not often seen in many Christian 
traditions—and is decisively lost in communion rituals which involve leavened bread, as 
opposed to unleavened wafers. 

Today’s Messianic movement tends to widely regard the Lord’s Supper as an annual 
observance to take place in conjunction with the Passover seder, often at the third cup of the 
meal, the Cup of Redemption. With the Lord’s Supper, or “communion” in the Christian 
vernacular, to be more or less a once-in-a-year event, this should necessarily highlight its 
importance for men and women of faith. While I have certainly experienced an annual Lord’s 
Supper as being a highly reverent and solemn time, far too frequently, during the course of 

 
75 Consult the author’s article “What is the New Covenant?”, appearing in The New Testament Validates Torah. 
76 Morris, 159. 
77 An overview of some of these is accessible in John H. Armstrong, ed., Understanding Four Views on the Lord’s 

Supper (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2007). 
78 Thiselton, 851. 
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either a home or congregational seder, there can be the tendency for people to get caught up 
in the eating of the meal, or the conversation of the guests, or in drinking a little too much 
wine—so that when the most important part of the evening arrives, we may have lost our 
attention. This is especially true of congregational seder events, which may be held at a 
public venue such as a hotel ballroom, as usually by the time of the third cup of the night, 
tables are being cleared away from the dinner, and various people are having to leave. This 
tends to subtract, rather than enhance, the necessary reverence for an annual Lord’s Supper 
memorial. Our faith community does need to work a little harder, at least as I have witnessed 
in my experience, at making an annual Lord’s Supper a more spiritual time. 

While there is a widespread practice for the Lord’s Supper to be an annual memorial held 
among Messianic Believers, there is some variance witnessed, which would be somewhat 
concurrent with what is seen in various evangelical Christian settings. In his sermonic 
commentary Practical Messages on Congregational Life: Commentary on 1&2 Corinthians, Joel 
Liberman summarizes how different Messianic Jewish congregations have remembered the 
Lord’s Supper: 

 
“How many times a day, week, or month, or year did Yeshua ask us to memorialize 

Him in the partaking of the elements? He didn’t, so we have freedom in this regard. It 
could be said that those who celebrate on a weekly or monthly basis are following more 
in the footsteps of Roman Catholic tradition than that of the first century Messianic 
Jewish Believers, but we cannot be dogmatic about this.... 

“Yeshua’s own celebration of Passover, as recorded in the Gospels, adds to and 
magnifies the meaning of the Festival. The Passover Seder, instituted to remember that 
the blood of a lamb saved the sons of Israel from death, now also remembers that the 
blood of the Lamb saves the children of Abraham from sin and eternal death. Church-
goers are enriched when they get back to their Jewish roots to understand the ‘Lord’s 
Supper’ in the context of the Exodus and the Passover Seder.... 

“An example that differs from Tree of Life, other Messianic Jewish congregations 
observe the ordinance once monthly, sometimes during their midweek prayer 
meetings. Prior to the observance, they often call attention to the solemnity and severity 
of partaking...They then have a time of silent prayer during which they encourage self-
examination and repentance. They do not discourage anyone from partaking of the 
matzah and wine, but they leave room for those who are not ‘born-again’ or uncertain 
to ‘opt out,’ making sure that they do not feel pressured one way or another.”79 

 
11:27 The need to make the Lord’s Supper, especially if Messianic people observe it 

annually during the Passover seder, a significantly reverent time, is highlighted by Paul’s 
word, “Therefore, whoever eats the Lord's bread or drinks the Lord's cup in an unworthy 
manner will be guilty of desecrating the body and blood of the Lord!” (CJB). How Messianic 

 
79 Joel Liberman, Practical Messages on Congregational Life: Commentary on 1&2 Corinthians (San Diego: Tree of 

Life, 2015), pp 102, 103-104. 
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congregations and assemblies, which observe the Lord’s Supper once a year at their Passover 
seder—usually open to the public—do this properly, is an area where there is significant room 
for improvement. 

How to make the third cup of the seder, the Cup of Redemption, a more holy and solemn 
time, is something which needs to be discussed more frequently, among the different 
planners and hosts for a Messianic congregational Passover. While it cannot be prevented 
that not all attending a congregational seder will leave at different times throughout the meal, 
more effort needs to be expelled in informing others that the Lord’s Supper will be observed. 
This might mean, to the chagrin of some, that various extraneous elements of previous years’ 
programs, need to be eliminated. The Lord’s Supper observed properly during Passover 
is much more important than a singing solo, a children’s presentation, or a 
reenactment of the Exodus. 
 

 
28 But a man must examine himself, and in so doing he is to eat of the bread and 
drink of the cup. 29 For he who eats and drinks, eats and drinks judgment to 
himself if he does not judge the body rightly. 30 For this reason many among you 
are weak and sick, and a number sleep. 
 
11:28-30 Whenever it is observed, that the Lord’s Supper is not to be a casual affair, but 

instead a moment of reflection of where a Believer stands in relationship to Yeshua’s broken 
body and shed blood, is quite clear in Paul’s words. Paul is serious when he says, “It follows 
that if one of you eats the Lord's bread or drinks from his cup in a way that dishonors him, 
you are guilty of sin against the Lord's body and blood” (v. 28, Good News Bible). The KJV 
notably rendered v. 29 which follows with, “For he that eateth and drinketh unworthily, 
eateth and drinketh damnation to himself, not discerning the Lord's body.” And as it involved 
a number of ancient Corinthian people (who might indeed have only observed the Lord’s 
Supper annually, with Passover on the horizon; 5:7), they did not observe the Lord’s Supper 
properly, and paid a price for it: “That is why many of you are weak and ill, and some have 
died” (v. 30, RSV). 
 

 
31 But if we judged ourselves rightly, we would not be judged. 32 But when we are 
judged, we are disciplined by the Lord so that we will not be condemned along with 
the world. 33 So then, my brethren, when you come together to eat, wait for one 
another. 34 If anyone is hungry, let him eat at home, so that you will not come 
together for judgment. The remaining matters I will arrange when I come. 
 
11:31-32 Paul stresses how during the remembrance of the Lord’s Supper, “If we were 

properly evaluating ourselves, we would not be judged (v. 31, HCSB), either including himself 
in the “we,” or making a proper judgment of oneself a community affair through mutual 
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reliance and accountability of the brothers and sisters. For the most part, when judgment of 
Believers takes place—because the Lord’s Supper has not been properly observed—one does 
not get the impression that death is to be a common occurrence, but instead some other kind 
of more temporary malady. Paul states, “Nevertheless, when we are judged in this way by the 
Lord, we are being disciplined so that we will not be finally condemned with the world” (v. 
32, TNIV).  

11:33-34 While there has been an interjection from Paul on how to handle the Lord’s 
Supper (vs. 23-32)—which if observed annually was going to take place in with the upcoming 
Passover event (5:7)—Paul wanted there to be a Lord’s Supper-styled reverence whenever 
the Corinthians would gather for a fellowship meal. He directs the Corinthians, “So then, my 
brothers and sisters, when you come together to eat, wait for one another” (v. 33, NRSV). The 
attitude of severity and seriousness, that was to surely be present when eating the bread or 
drinking of the cup (vs. 28-29), was to carry through to whenever there would be a time of 
congregational eating—as the rich and poor were to eat at the same time. While delivered 
more to the rich, who would have had an abundance of food, Paul states, “if any one is hungry, 
let him eat at home—lest you come together to be condemned” (v. 34a, RSV). Those who 
already have an abundance of food can eat their own food, and not take away from those who 
rely on congregational fellowship meals. And, Paul does indicate, “The remaining matters I 
will arrange when I come” (v. 34b), as more apparently needed to be discussed in person. 
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